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"We're doing a 12 hour mountain bike race."

Ever say that to your

friends or co-workers?

past year and a half. Amelia has gone from overgrown trails and
itchy bugs to fast flowing

The looks and reactions

are priceless.

You get responses

like:

short steep climbs

"Are you nuts"; "Does riding that long on a bicycle seat in spandex

makes you smile.

effect your ability to make babies?";

high.

or "Why don't you just stick

single track with engineered

and technical
Expectations

berms,

twists - an all out track that

for a fun at this 12 hour race were

needles in your eyes - it's quicker".
A few years ago Mickey Rivera, now my wife, and I started doing
There's a certain
woods.

pride in saying that you ride a bicycle

Challenging

and boulders;

in the

yourself on the trails; darting between trees

enduring

painful climbs to fly down a hill; pushing

your tires to the edge of traction.

That pride

is even greater

when you do an endurance

this race as a 2 person team.

That was back when they had a

coed category for 2 person team. We had such a good time riding
as a team that even though

the coed

category

is no longer

available,

we still enter as two person team -against

boys-only

teams.

big, bad,

race.

Whether you go solo or are part of a team, the sense of accom-

One of the appeals to racing at Amelia is in the spectator

plishment

layout. The trail crew, lead by the LaRue brothers, designed parts

and the camaraderie

when you go for it and experience

can only be truly appreciated

of the trail to wind on themselves

it for yourself.

this right away when we parked.
The recently

held annual 12 Hours of Amelia

Riding Promotions

put on by Gone

is a race favorite in South Florida.

It is gener-

by the staging area. We noticed
The parking and staging area

was set up between views of the lake on one side and several
places where the trail berms break through

ally during the first weekend of January and is a great way to kick

other.

off the New Year. Traditionally

progress of the race and photographers

held at Oleta River State Park in N.

friendly

This was ideal for cheering

the woods

fans who could

see the

who could capture more

Miami, FL this was the first year the race was held at Amelia

riders. This included the infamous "Key Biscayne"

Earhart Park in Hialeah, FL.

climbs which attracted

a large crowd.

on the

berm turns and

Personally, I think it really

gave the event some class, it felt like some of the national races
If you are a local mountain bike rider/racer you know that the trails
at Amelia Earhart Park have gone through

a renaissance

in the

we've done.
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